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Art gallery with examples of animation work, in the Jilin Northeast Asian Cultural Creative Technology Zone. PHOTOS BY DING LUYANG / FOR CHINA DAILY

By LIU MINGTAI AND ZHANG ZHAO

The culture business in China’s Jilin 
province is growing faster than ever, and 
the province is noting its influence on 
both individuals and the region and wants 
to tap into this resource, according to the 
provincial Party secretary.

“Culture’s power is becoming more 
obvious to people all over the world. It 
can have an influence on people and even 
regions in the economy, behavior, and 
their image,” said Sun Zhengcai, the Jilin 
provincial Party secretary.

Jilin’s culture industry got a special 
boost two years ago, when the central 
government declared that it was part of a 
national strategy, Sun said.

In 2006, the culture business only 
accounted for 3.71 percent of the prov-
ince’s GDP. But, it went to nearly 5 percent 
by 2009, and it is expected to grow to more 
than 6 percent by 2015.

“We have to make ourselves aware of 

the importance of cultural development,” 
he added. “So, we’ll expand the sector, 
develop a number of well-known brands, 
and promote our cultural products on a 
global scale.”

He also said that the government will 
support and help reform the culture busi-
ness. 

In fact, two of Jilin’s culture enterprises 
—Yuping Handicras Co Ltd and Vixo 
Animation, Comics & Games Technol-
ogy Co Ltd — were designated national 
culture industry demonstration bases, last 
year. And the province has dozens of TV 
drama, movie, and animation bases.

ere were not many companies in the 
culture business, as recently as a few years 
ago. But now the province has a number of 
key culture enterprises and industrial zones 
to develop resources more efficiently.

Many of these zones are in the provincial 
capital, Changchun. ey include the Jilin 
Asian Cultural Creative Technology Zone, 
Zhihe International Animation Industry 

Park, and Changchun Soware and Ani-
mation Outsourcing Park. 

“ese industrial zones have their own 
distinct features, but the businesses in 
them have strong connections,” explained 
Sun.

“And, thanks to this, the industrial chain 
in the city of Changchun, even across the 
province, is expanding.”

e Jilin Northeast Asian Cultural Cre-
ative Technology Zone is one of the city’s 
key projects under the province’s 12th 
Five-Year Plan (2011-2015). It has attract-
ed nearly 90 companies in the animation, 
video game, soware outsourcing, design, 
financial services and education fields.

e zone gets technical support from a 
public service system for animation and 
video games.

The Zhihe International Animation 
Industrial Park, in the Jingyue Economic 
Development Zone, has attracted 300 mil-
lion yuan ($46.2 million) in total invest-
ment by now.
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Top: Artists at work in a Jingyue Animation Industry Park studio.
Above: Personnel engage in artwork at the Jingyue Economic. 
Development Zone’s Zhihe International Animation Industry Park. 

Lobby of the Jin-An Hotel, in Changchun, Jilin province, located 
in the heart of the city’s flourishing commercial and shopping 
district. It lies close to the high-tech zone, business center, and 
luxury shopping malls, a mere 15 minute-ride from the Changchun 
Railway Station and about a 50-minutes drive to Longjia 
International Airport. Visitors are attracted by its architectural 
style, artistic ambience, home-away-from-home environment, and 
quality of service.
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